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Abstract: Chat-based Social Engineering (CSE) is widely recognized as a key factor to successful cyber-
attacks, especially in small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) environments. Despite the interest
in preventing CSE attacks, few studies have considered the specific features of the language used
by the attackers. This work contributes to the area of early-stage automated CSE attack recognition
by proposing an approach for building and annotating a specific-purpose corpus and presenting its
application in the CSE domain. The resulting CSE corpus is then evaluated by training a bi-directional
long short-term memory (bi-LSTM) neural network for the purpose of named entity recognition
(NER). The results of this study emphasize the importance of adding a plethora of metadata to a
dataset to provide critical in-context features and produce a corpus that broadens our understanding
of the tactics used by social engineers. The outcomes can be applied to dedicated cyber-defence
mechanisms utilized to protect SME employees using Electronic Medium Communication (EMC)
software.

Keywords: cybersecurity; sensitive data; social engineering; corpus; annotation; chat-based attack;
named entity recognition

1. Introduction

SMEs remain one of the most popular targets for cyber-attacks. It is also a fact that
employees nowadays are extensively using Information and Communication Technologies
(ICT) and especially Electronic Medium Communication (EMC) software for almost every
aspect of their daily activities. Although EMC software is an advantageous tool for the
employees, it also constitutes a large and vulnerable attack surface. The vulnerabilities
lay in human personality characteristics, and the way adversaries exploit them to extort
valuable information for their benefit. As stated by ENISA [1], the term Social Engineering
“refers to all techniques aimed at talking a target into revealing specific information or
performing a specific action for illegitimate reasons”.

Researchers performed several successful classifications of the social engineering
attacks [2–4] based on criteria such as the entity involved, the medium used to unleash the
attack or the number of steps an attack can take. All these classifications end up in fine-
grained taxonomies that include different methods of social engineering attacks. Verizon
in [5] reports that in 2020 social engineering attacks were at 21%, the first step of every
cyber-attack that led to a major data breach. Furthermore, the same report mentions that
social engineering attackers’ methods of choice are phishing and pretexting. The pretext
method uses an invented scenario to facilitate the attacker to persuade the employee to do
what the attacker wants [4].

Social engineering attacks are not only unleashed by humans; recent advances in
Chatbot technology escalate even more the problem of social engineering. Chatbots [6]
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are conversational agents that are communicating through artificial intelligence (AI) and
natural language processing (NLP). A chatbot dedicated to accomplishing a malicious task
can utilize multiple personalities in an attempt to deceive an SME employee and extract
sensitive data. Chatbots are also capable of approaching all types of humans presenting
different personalities based on the six principles of persuasion defined by R. Cialdini [7]
(reciprocity, scarcity, authority, commitment, liking, and social proof). Moreover, due to the
COVID-19 pandemic the use of conversational agents increased, and it is a rather common
practice for an employee to socialize with a chatbot as part of daily routine operations.
SME employees must be aware of the possible dangers and be protected from malicious
questions which aim to extract sensitive data. Although chatbots are a novel tool in the
hands of social engineers, the rapid pace in AI and NLP makes them an important factor
due to their capabilities. Today, the majority of social engineering attacks are operated by
humans, but AI-driven social engineering attacks are expected to happen in the near future
through chatbots too [8].

As employees use chat-based software to offer their services, this can become danger-
ous if a social engineer decides to unleash a sophisticated attack using a pretext scenario
during an online conversation. A chat-based social engineering (CSE) attack cannot be
described using only technical terms due to the nature of the human vulnerabilities. Thus,
we need a multi-factor recognition system to automatically detect a CSE attack. An ideal
multi-factor recognizer should process the dialogue in real time and protect the employee
by predicting potential CSE attacks in early stages, e.g., by alerting the employee if the
probability of sensitive data leakage exceeds a predefined threshold.

Such a prediction can be based either on a pure statistical approach or a machine
learning (ML) approach. Considering the importance of recognizing a CSE attack in real-
time, the ML approach can qualify as an efficient solution. Furthermore, ML algorithms
can be combined perfectly with NLP algorithms which can be used to process the language
used in a natural communication setting. Such ML/NLP algorithms need labelled datasets
to be trained and to be efficient in their predictions. For example, a set of processed
dialogues (corpus) of realized CSE attacks can be tagged in sentence-level to discriminate
the malicious sentences from the benign ones. A ML/NLP algorithm trained with this
corpus will be able to efficiently recognize a malicious sentence in a future dialogue. The
efficiency of the algorithm is related to the level of consistency between the content of the
dataset and the researcher’s domain of interest, i.e., if one asks how to detect phishing
emails, then she needs a corpus of emails that gives insight into the question asked.

To the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of corpus composed of realized CSE
attacks, in contrast with other types of attacks like network intrusions, because CSE dia-
logues are rarely going public. Furthermore, a CSE corpus should be of sufficient quantity
so the algorithms can be trained well and be efficient. In case the collected dialogues are not
of sufficient quantity, researchers apply resampling techniques [9,10] to enlarge the corpus,
or they use annotation [11] to add useful in-context information as metadata to every
dialogue. The metadata information augments the algorithms’ effectiveness by providing
pointers to what is important in a corpus. The ML/NLP algorithms extrapolate rules from
the metadata provided in order to apply those rules later to unannotated text dialogues.
An annotation task frequently employs a custom XML representation scheme depending
on the context used. While there are some well-known annotation schemes, there is no
universal standard for annotating dialogues. Furthermore, there are multiple ways for this
metadata information to be stored, either as inline annotation (metadata are stored in same
file as the dialogue), or stand-off annotation (metadata are stored in a separate file).

This work is targeting to answer specific research questions by investigating:

• The feasibility of collecting and building a CSE attack corpus to address the lack of
training data composed of realized CSE attacks.

• The feasibility of annotating the linguistic characteristics of social engineers’ language
in order to constitute an adjuvant factor for the ML algorithms’ training.
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• The usage of the produced CSE corpus towards an early-stage automated CSE attack
recognition by training a NER system that is able to identify critical in-context terms.

The paper is structured as follows. The current trends and work of utilizing ML/NLP
algorithms used for social engineering attack recognition are described in Section 2.
Section 3 presents the proposed approach comprised of a conceptual framework and
the methodology followed to build and annotate a specific-purpose CSE corpus. The
application of the methodology and the presentation of the results is presented in Section 4.
Section 5 presents the evaluation of the annotated CSE corpus on training a Named Entity
Recognition (NER) system based on a bi-LSTM neural network. The paper concludes in
Section 6.

2. Related Work

In Lansley et al. [12–14], the authors use NLP methods and neural networks in an
attempt to detect social engineering attacks. They describe a method where offline or online
text documents are processed using NLP tools and through artificial neural networks, they
discriminate whether the text is a social engineering attack or not. The text in the first
stage is parsed and checked for syntactical/grammatical errors using natural language
techniques while later an artificial neural network classifies possible social engineering
attacks. The proposed method has presented high accuracy results during the evaluation
where a real and a semi-synthetic dataset were used for the model training. Furthermore,
several other classification models have been tried to compare the two datasets.

In [15] by Catak et al., a URL classifier is described based on Random Forest models
and gradient boosting classifier. The URL classifier, in order to improve the algorithm’s
efficiency to detect malicious web sites, makes use of features related to the host and the
linguistic characteristics of the URL. By using machine learning algorithms, the authors
succeed to drastically reduce the detection time of a malicious URL. Thus, they offer real-
time protection for harmless web browsing while at the same time saving computational
resources.

Peng et al. [16] present a method to detect malicious statements using natural language
processing techniques. They analyse the statements and discriminate the malicious ones
that imply a phishing attack. The malicious intent of the statements is detected by analysing
the statements. The proposed algorithm is evaluated using a phishing email dataset that is
used as a benchmark set.

Lee et al. in [17] describe a method to represent the syntactic and semantic character-
istics of the natural language by using a pre-trained BERT model. The proposed model
seems to be resilient to adversarial attacks where the attackers intentionally replace the
keywords with synonyms.

Lan [18] proposes a social engineering detection model based on deep neural network.
The model is able to detect deception attempts and phishing attempts by analysing the text
content. The chat history in the first stage is processed and analysed using natural language
techniques and the context semantics are captured and mined using a bi-directional Long
Short-Term Model (bi-LSTM). The integration of the user characteristics and chat content
characteristics as features for the classification is done by ResNet.

In [19], the authors detect malicious documents using a framework that is based on
machine learning algorithms. A Random Forests ensemble classifier is used which selects
in random the features for each classification tree. The features are selected and extracted
from the document’s metadata and structure. This Random Forests classifier appears to be
resilient against mimicry attacks and highly efficient in detection rate.

Chatbots can also be utilized for the purpose of recognizing a malicious act such as
a CSE attack. In [20], the authors describe a system that protects against CSE attacks by
deploying a pipeline of NLP components. The NLP components include NER, Dialogue
Engineering, Stylometry and Ask and Framing Question. They use an active defence
approach to detect the social engineer’s intention and then waste her time and resources.
In [21], the authors also present a different approach with a chatbot that is dedicated to
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educate the users and raise their awareness regarding the social engineering attacks. The
chatbot first performs an assessment of cybersecurity concepts knowledge of the user
using a quiz, and then based on the answers it proposes specific training paths to fill the
knowledge gaps. During the education, the chatbot makes use of malicious questions,
in an attempt to extract sensitive data from the users to make them more aware of the
possible dangers.

Recent trends in social engineering attack recognition utilize AI, ML and NLP tools
and techniques to empower their efficiency. However, the lack of a dedicated CSE training
dataset is an inhibitory factor. There is a need for a methodologically built and annotated
CSE corpus that will be able to train a multitude of algorithms for the purpose of CSE attack
recognition. Such a corpus that will focus on the syntactic and semantic characteristics
of the adversaries’ language is expected to broaden our understanding of the malicious
patterns used.

3. The Proposed Approach

The proposed approach contains a conceptual framework for studying CSE attacks
and a methodology of building and annotating a CSE corpus.

3.1. Conceptual Framework

According to ENISA [22], the ISO/IEC 15408-1:2009(E) standard [23] is commonly
used as a resource for evaluating the security of IT products and systems, and it is also
used for procurement decisions with regard to such products by providing an abstract
cybersecurity concept map. This concept map is focused on the protection of assets from
threats. Threats are related to malicious or other human activities that seek to abuse
the assets. In this high-level concept map, the cybersecurity concepts are interconnected
through relationships depicting the strong interrelation between them.

After a thorough text analysis of the collected raw dialogues that is presented in
Section 4, we concluded that social engineers were trying to extract information that can be
discriminated using the following three categories of sensitive data:

• Personal: Details related to the employee, e.g., first or last name, telephone number etc.
• IT: Details related to the Information Technology ecosystem, e.g., Network-share

names, hardware/software characteristics, etc.
• Enterprise: Details related to the SME ecosystem, e.g., Department names, Office

numbers, etc.

Fitting the CSE attack concept in the ENISA’s concept map by adding the aforemen-
tioned findings, and at the same time by narrowing down our focus in SME environments,
we enriched the concept map with valuable in-context details related to our goal. We
introduced (see Figure 1) seven new concepts that are necessary to describe the CSE attacks
domain. Using this concept map we can see that the main concern for SMEs is to safeguard
their assets from threats. Threat agents, such as Social Engineers, give rise to these threats
by exploiting vulnerabilities leading to greater risk for the assets. It is the responsibility of
the SMEs to safeguard the assets where, in the case of CSE attack the most critical asset
is the Sensitive Data that can leak. In addition, sensitive data can include Personal, IT or
Enterprise details.
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Figure 1. The concept map of CSE Attack.

3.2. Methodology

The proposed methodology for building and annotating a CSE corpus contains two
phases, each comprising of several steps, as described below:

• PHASE 1: CSE Corpus Building

◦ STEP1-Sources Selection: the CSE attack dialogue sources are identified.
◦ STEP2-Dialogues Collection: the CSE attack dialogues are collected through

manual and automated web scraping methods.
◦ STEP3-Dialogues Enrichment: Dialogues enrichment techniques are selected

and applied.
◦ STEP4-Linguistic Analysis: Dialogues are analyzed from a linguistic perspective.
◦ STEP5-Dialogues Processing: the dialogues are processed using NLP techniques

to form the CSE corpus

• PHASE 2: CSE Corpus Annotation, based on the steps described in [24].

◦ STEP1-Goal Declaration: the goal of the annotation task is declared.
◦ STEP2-Model and CSE Ontology Creation: the phenomenon in study is repre-

sented in abstract terms and an ontology is created to be used as the base for
the annotation task.

◦ STEP3-Specifications Definition: a concrete representation of the model is created
based on the CSE ontology.

◦ STEP4-Annotator Guidelines: a blueprint is produced to help annotators in
element identification and element association with the appropriate tag.

◦ STEP5-Annotation Task: the annotation process is performed. In case of changes
in the CSE ontology the process returns recursively to STEP2.

◦ STEP6-Inter-Annotator Agreement: the inter-annotator agreement is validated.
◦ STEP7-Adjudication Task: the final version (gold standard) of the annotated CSE

corpus is finally formed.

4. Application and Results

The application of the proposed methodology is presented in the first two sub-sections
followed by the presentation of the resulting CSE corpus.
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4.1. CSE Corpus Building
4.1.1. Source Selection

To create the CSE corpus, we first had to locate the sources to retrieve CSE attack
dialogues. For that purpose, we initially started by gathering synonyms and similar search
terms for the word dialogue. Using the word embedding [25] technique, similar terms were
identified and selected based on a ranking of the most used words in context. The words
that were selected were: dialog, dialogue, chat, conversation, and discourse. Additionally, the
following terms in the CSE context were used: discourse analysis, data leakage, sensitive data
exposure, corpus, dataset, online chat, instant messenger, excerpts, conversation transcripts. Using
combinations of the aforementioned search terms, we located several websites, books, logs,
and forums with relevant content. The discovered sources belong to one of the following
categories:

• Social engineering dark websites (tutorials, guides, and others)
• Social engineering dark forums (text dialogues)
• Social engineering books
• Instant Messaging logs
• Telephone conversations

The following table (Table 1) presents the top twenty web sites, forums and books
used to acquire dialogues useful in producing the CSE corpus.

Table 1. Top twenty sources for collecting CSE attack dialogues.

No# Web Sites/Forums

1 ‘What is the bloody point?’
https://www.whatsthebloodypoint.com/ (accessed on 15 November 2021)

2 ‘Social Engineering’, Nulled.
https://www.nulled.to/forum/69-social-engineering/ (accessed on 15 November 2021)

3 ‘Sinisterly-Social Engineering’
https://sinister.ly/Forum-Social-Engineering (accessed on 15 November 2021)

4 ‘Ripoff Scams Report | Consumer Complaints & Reviews | Ripandscam.com’https://www.ripandscam.com/ (accessed on
15 November 2021)

5 MPGH-MultiPlayer Game Hacking & Cheats
https://www.mpgh.net/forum/forumdisplay.php?f=670 (accessed on 15 November 2021)

6 ‘Home’, BlackHatWorld.
https://www.blackhatworld.com/ (accessed on 15 November 2021)

7 ‘Hack Forums’
https://hackforums.net/index.php (accessed on 15 November 2021)

8 ‘Demonforums.net’, demonforums.net.
https://demonforums.net/ (accessed on 15 November 2021)

9 419 Eater-The largest scambaiting community on the planet!
https://www.419eater.com/ (accessed on 15 November 2021)

10 Socialengineered Forum
https://web.archive.org/web/20200119025819/https://socialengineered.net/ (accessed on 15 November 2021)

11 SE Forums
https://web.archive.org/web/20180401044855/https://seforums.se/ (accessed on 15 November 2021)

12 Leak Forums Net
https://web.archive.org/web/20190123070424/https://leakforums.net/ (accessed on 15 November 2021)

https://www.whatsthebloodypoint.com/
https://www.nulled.to/forum/69-social-engineering/
https://sinister.ly/Forum-Social-Engineering
https://www.ripandscam.com/
https://www.mpgh.net/forum/forumdisplay.php?f=670
https://www.blackhatworld.com/
https://hackforums.net/index.php
https://demonforums.net/
https://www.419eater.com/
https://web.archive.org/web/20200119025819/https://socialengineered.net/
https://web.archive.org/web/20180401044855/https://seforums.se/
https://web.archive.org/web/20190123070424/https://leakforums.net/
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Table 1. Cont.

No# Web Sites/Forums

Books

13 Advanced Persistent Threat Hacking: The Art and Science of Hacking-Tyler Wrightson

14 G. Watson, A. Mason, and R. Ackroyd, Social Engineering Penetration Testing: Executing Social Engineering Pen Tests,
Assessments and Defense. Syngress, 2014

15 C. Hadnagy, Unmasking the Social Engineer: The Human Element of Security. John Wiley & Sons, 2014

16 M. I. Mann, Hacking the Human: Social Engineering Techniques and Security Countermeasures.
Gower Publishing, Ltd., 2012.

17 K. D. Mitnick and W. L. Simon, The Art of Deception: Controlling the Human Element of Security. John Wiley & Sons, 2011.

18 K. Mitnick, Ghost in the Wires: My Adventures as the World’s Most Wanted Hacker. Hachette UK, 2011.

19 J. Long, No Tech Hacking: A Guide to Social Engineering, Dumpster Diving, and Shoulder Surfing. Syngress, 2011.

20 C. Hadnagy, Social Engineering: The Art of Human Hacking. John Wiley & Sons, 2010.

4.1.2. Dialogues Collection

To perform the collection of dialogues [26] a cloud-based infrastructure was estab-
lished to host all the required software services and custom scripts. More specifically,
the infrastructure was deployed in a Cloudstack environment by provisioning virtual
machines with discrete roles. A dissection of the infrastructure based on functionality is
illustrated in Figure 2. The Corpus Building section includes the n Web Scrapers used, which
host custom scripts that scan and collect text from different web sources. The Web Scrapers
are the only members of the infrastructure that communicates with the Internet to locate
dialogues. This section also hosts every server that stores information at all stages of the
project. The Raw Content server contains the scraped content before any preprocessing,
while the Database server and the Corpus server contain selected information based on
specific criteria and the final corpus, respectively. The Processor server applies the custom
scripts in different processing stages and stores the results in the appropriate target. Finally,
the Corpus Annotation section includes the workstations of the cybersecurity experts acting
as annotators.

Figure 2. Infrastructure Setup.
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4.1.3. Dialogues Enrichment

As mentioned earlier, corpus can be small in size, and this can have a negative
influence on ML/NLP algorithms’ efficiency. To enrich the collected dialogues, we parsed
and created a list of 200 critical nouns belonging to one of the three sensitive data categories.
Afterwards, for each noun, ten new sentences were added where the noun identified
as critical was substituted by a similar word. Thus, the dialogues were enriched by
2000 new sentences. The discovery of similar words was based on the Word Embeddings
technique [25], that is used to capture the meaning of the words using a dense vector
representation. Each point in the embedding space represents a word and, based on the
surrounding words of the target word, these points are learned and moved around. We
used a pre-trained word2vec model to discover the synonyms based on the distributional
hypothesis that linguistic items, e.g., words with similar distributions in a specific context
(dialogue/document), have a similar meaning. This way, a segregation of the different
domain words is being created using their vector values. Words with similar meanings
were grouped due to their similar distribution on the dialogues. We created a vector space
where each unique word in a dialogue is assigned a corresponding vector. Hence, the
vector space is a vector representation of the words in the collected dialogues.

The individual dimensions of these vectors have no inherent meaning. However, it
is the overall patterns of location and distance between vectors that ML/NLP algorithms
take advantage of. For example, the application of word embedding technique in order
to locate the ten most similar words to the word ‘password’ gave us the list illustrated in
Figure 3:

Figure 3. Ten most similar words of ‘password’ term.

One can notice that the word ‘password’ and the word ‘logon have a Euclidean
distance of 0.632 while the word ‘password’ and the word ‘passphrases’ have a smaller
Euclidean distance of 0.602.

4.1.4. Linguistic Analysis

The linguistic analysis was performed according to the following levels of observation
(see Figure 4). A sample of the CSE dialogues was analysed from a linguistic perspective
and served as a baseline to ensure that the software tools and libraries were able to achieve
the desired level of quality. Initially, as seen in Figure 4, a lexical analysis was performed by
breaking down a sentence into words, phrases, or other meaningful part, a task known as
chunking. Afterwards, a morphological analysis was performed where the structure and the
form of each word was the main concern. Part-of-speech tagging (POS), stems and lemmas
were identified, and a syntactic analysis followed that focused on grammar and syntax
patterns. Subsequently, the meaning of the words and phrases were examined, where the
semantics of words and phrases were investigated. The most crucial step, though, was the
pragmatic analysis that took place to identify the actual meaning of the utterances. This is
reasonable because an automation tool cannot understand the hidden intent of a speaker
or a writer.
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Figure 4. Example of linguistic analysis.

4.1.5. Dialogues Processing

We used the text processing workflow illustrated in Figure 5 to prepare the collected
CSE dialogues. At first, all dialogues were converted to use the UTF-8 encoding scheme.
Slang and abbreviations were removed or substituted with corresponding phrases using
open-source slang databases Using dictionaries and the Textblob library [27] we performed
spelling correction and removed any emojis. Empty lines, specific stopwords and specific
punctuation marks were removed using traditional NLP libraries like NLTK [28] and
spaCy [29]. Moreover, all HTML or other programming code and URLs or paths were
stored in a separate database and substituted with _code_, _url_, and _path_ placeholders
in the dialogue. Any illegal characters were also stripped and all text transformed to
lowercase.

Figure 5. The CSE dialogues processing workflow.

The standard Penn Treebank [30] tokenisation rules were utilised for sentence to-
kenisation, and finally, standardisation processes using regular expressions and lookup
tables were applied to tune the CSE dialogues. Figure 5 depicts the dialogues processing
workflow where each stage, along with the individual tasks below, is shown.

At the end of this step, a corpus composed of CSE dialogues was formed. Table 2
presents the summary of the produced corpus, named CSE corpus.

The CSE corpus is composed of realized and fictional CSE attack dialogues. The
existence of fictional attack dialogues does not affect its quality and capability because,
similarly, a social engineer does not always act spontaneously but frequently prepares a
fictional scenario (pretext attack) to guide the conversation and unleash his attack. The
same applies to the CSE corpus, which incorporates a combination of confirmed and
fictional CSE attacks.
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Table 2. CSE corpus summary.

Corpus Name CSE corpus

Collection methods Web scraping, pattern-matching text extraction

Corpus size (N) 56 text dialogues/3380 sentences

Vocabulary size (V) 4500 terms

Content chat-based dialogues

Collection date June 2018–December 2020

Creation date June 2021

4.2. CSE Corpus Annotation

Following the methodology presented in Section 3.2, we initially made a plan and
set the goal that we wanted to achieve by annotating the CSE corpus. Afterwards, a
simple model was developed to represent the annotation task in abstract terms and a CSE
ontology was created to represent the in-context entities and their interconnection. Next,
a specifications file was created where the entities and interconnections were described
in a formal way and become tags. This file, along with the corpus guidelines, was given
to the annotators to perform the annotation task. After the annotators finish their job, an
inter-annotator agreement assessment took place using Cohen’s Kappa metric, and the
gold standard version of the CSE corpus is finally produced.

4.2.1. Goal Declaration

The annotation goal was to create the appropriate semantic target to facilitate the CSE
attacks recognition by assigning the correct tag to in-context words in a sentence. It was
crucial to label all related words or sequences of words or text-spans in CSE attack context
so we can later perform efficient NER or text classification. Each word or text span was
labelled with a type identifier (tag) drawn from a vocabulary created based on the CSE
ontology and indicated what various terms denote in the context of a CSE attack and how
they interconnect between them.

As mentioned before, SME employees are vulnerable to sensitive data leakage of type
Personal, IT, and Enterprise details. Moreover, ML/NLP algorithms are more efficient to
recognise terms that belong to abstract classes than terms that belong to more specific
subclasses. Thus, our aim during annotation was to identify and assign the correct ontology
tag to words or text based on CSE ontology.

Further refinement of the goal resulted in defining the following objectives:

• Identify keywords, syntax, and semantic characteristics to detect Personal data leakage.
If found, label with appropriate tag.

• Use keywords, syntax, and semantic characteristics to detect IT data leakage. If found,
label with appropriate tag.

• Identify keywords, syntax, and semantic characteristics to detect Enterprise data leak-
age. If found, label with appropriate tag.

• Identify noun-verb combinations and verb repetitions based on blacklists.

4.2.2. Model and CSE Ontology Creation

An abstract model that practically represented the aforementioned goal was defined.
A three-category classification (Personal, IT, Enterprise) was introduced to be the basis of
this abstract model for identifying CSE-related terms in a dialogue. Our model M consists
of a vocabulary of terms T, the relations between these terms R, and their interpretation I.
The triple in Formula (1) represents our model

M = < T, R, I > (1)
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where:

T = {CSE_Ontology_term, Personal, Enterprise, IT}
R = {CSE_Ontology_term:: = Personal |Enterprise| IT}
I = {Personal= “list of personal terms in vocabulary”, IT = “list of Information Technology
terms in vocabulary”, Enterprise = “list of enterprise/corporate terms in vocabulary”}

The CSE ontology was based on the concept map presented in Section 3.1 and is
asset-oriented as an asset is defined in cybersecurity ontologies [31]. This ontology will
support our work by grouping similar in-context concepts and relations so that we can
later use these categorised hierarchies for our benefit. This CSE ontology, in order to be
useful must meet the following requirements:

• The ontology should focus on assets (sensitive data) that could leak from an SME
employee.

• The ontology should include only the necessary concepts in-context.
• The ontology should not exceed three levels of depth because that would lead to

difficulties for algorithms and annotators to recognise the concepts.

The ontology was created in a semi-automated manner using a custom Information
Extraction System (IES) to acquire structured knowledge about the related concepts. Several
documents (Corporate IT Policies, IT professionals’ CVs, ICT Manuals, and others) were
used as input to the IES. Subsequently, regular expressions rules were used to extract
related concepts and relations. Figure 6 illustrates the process of the IES workflow.

Figure 6. The IES workflow.

The proposed CSE ontology extends the ontology presented in [32], which connects
the social engineering concepts with cybersecurity concepts. The reason is that we are
interested in protecting sensitive data leakage in personal, IT and enterprise context. The
implemented ontology was finalised using Protégé [33] software.

An excerpt of the CSE ontology created in Protégé, is illustrated in Figure 7 along with
the arc types.

Figure 7. Excerpt of the proposed CSE ontology.

In the following Figure 8, the core concepts of the proposed CSE ontology are presented.
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Figure 8. Core concepts.

Figure 9 presents an excerpt of the CSE ontology’s object properties.

Figure 9. Excerpt of Object properties.

4.2.3. Specifications Definition

The produced specification file holds the annotation schema and uses XML DTD [34]
representation. It describes the model and the CSE ontology by turning the abstract ideas
and entities/relations into tags and attributes. Following a clear and simple approach for
the specifications file helps to build better and more accurate prediction models at a later
stage. An excerpt of the produced specification file is depicted in Figure 10:

Figure 10. Excerpt of the specifications file.
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4.2.4. Annotator Guidelines

Two cybersecurity experts with heavy knowledge of the SMEs ecosystem were selected
as the annotators and assigned the task to perform annotation at the sub-sentence level.
The annotators were also members of the annotation schema development team. They
performed a stand-off annotation by character location because, in this case, the metadata
type tags are stored separately from the original chat text. This way, we avoided changing
the original text format, and reading the original text could be done more efficiently. Most
of all, we will be able to deal with overlapping tags if different annotation schemes are to
be merged in the future.

Over twenty different annotation tools (open source and commercial) were tested
during the annotation project. We decided to use GATE [35] and Prodigy [36] due to their
completeness and capability of building complete natural language pipelines of NLP tools.

Annotators were given guidelines to direct them about tagging the important terms in
a compliant way based on our schema. Several examples were also given to help resolve
ambiguous term cases. First, the different tags were explained, and prioritisation guidelines
were given for the case of an ambiguous term that could belong in more than one category.
For example, if an outsider asks for the (First or Last) Name of a department’s supervisor,
the answer can be tagged by Personal and Enterprise tag simultaneously. Annotators were
advised to follow this order:

1. prefer IT category over (Enterprise category or Personal category)
2. prefer Enterprise category over Personal category

This priority order ensures that IT details have greater importance over all other
categories, and Enterprise details have greater importance over Personal details.

More specifically, an excerpt from the annotators guidelines follows:

1. Each text span may be tagged with Personal, IT or Enterprise main tags
2. If a sentence has entities that can fit in two or more tags, then follow the following

priority IT > Enterprise > Personal
3. Prefer individual words to word combinations
4. The tag Personal is assigned to whatever information is related to a person. e.g., first

name, Last Name. Consult CSE ontology
5. The tag IT is assigned to whatever information is related to Information Technology,

e.g., USB stick, computer, software and others. Consult Ontology
6. The tag Enterprise is assigned to whatever information is related to enterprises and en-

terprise environment, e.g., Department, office, positions, resumes and others. Consult
CSE ontology

7. A sentence can have no important words. This sentence is call Neutral
8. Noun-verb combinations and verb repetitions will be identified automatically based

on blacklists

Table 3 lists a sample of the examples that were given to the annotators where the im-
portant terms are in italics, and the tags assigned to each one of them is on the right column.

4.2.5. Annotation Task

The annotation task performed had the target to label the words of CSE corpus
based on their semantic and syntactic characteristics. The two cybersecurity experts
were responsible of labelling the words based on their semantic characteristics, and thus
performed semantic annotation. By annotating the semantic characteristics of the words,
the background information in each dialogue was linked with the CSE ontology. The
syntactic characteristics of the words were labelled by the use of the specific-purpose
annotation software we developed to perform syntactic annotation by extracting statistical
information regarding the words used by social engineers. Table 4 presents the two different
types of annotation and the specific answers that we were looking for.
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Table 3. Important terms and tags.

No# Sentence Tag

1 You will find contact numbers on the Intranet IT
2 Let me get that name again and give me your employee number Enterprise
3 Our project leader is Jerry Mendel Enterprise

4 I can cut some corners and save some time, but I’ll need your username
and password IT

5 Okay, can you tell me again your employee ID number. Enterprise
6 I’ll just hit reset and the old one will be wiped out IT
7 For account identification may you please provide your account number IT
8 Tom, Its Eddie . . . go ahead and try your network connection IT
9 May I have your full name and email address please Personal

10 Rest assured that they will be able to read the chat transcript as well as
the documentation in your case -

Table 4. Questions per annotation type.

Syntactic Semantic

What Part-of Speech (POS) type is it? Is it a CSE ontology entity?
Is it a bi-gram? What role does it play in the CSE ontology?

The syntactic characteristics that are annotated are the POS type, and the bi-grams
which denote the syntactic relationship between pairs of words. By tagging the POS
type and bigrams we were able to perform subsequent phrase structure analysis and
extract the dependency trees of the corresponding phrases. This extra information can be
used by parsers for Named Entity Recognition, n-grams identification, and Bag-of-Words
representation.

The labelled words or text spans were further processed in order to extract statistical
information valuable for the task of CSE attack recognition. Furthermore, for each sentence,
a plethora of counters was also attached as metadata. This metadata information included
vocabulary words frequency, words sequence pattern, words context relativity, urgency
indicators, number of URL or paths appeared, blacklisted verb and noun combinations,
backlisted bi-grams (e.g., tech support, USB stick and others). Moreover, the sentences
similarity was measured to be used as attacker persistence metric; i.e., if the attacker
uses different sentences but the sentences are highly similar, this means that the attacker
persists on his initial intent; this information counts also as metadata information for the
annotation task.

GATE and Prodigy handled all of the annotation steps along with WordNet [37] and
LIWC [38] software. Figure 11 illustrates a tree-structured taxonomy of the syntactic and
semantic annotation targets.

The preferred encoding scheme to tag the existing chunks of text (word, or text spans)
was based on the IOB format [39]. In the IOB encoding scheme, the “I-” prefix of a tag
indicates that the tag is inside a chunk, “O” indicates that the tag does not belong to a
chunk and the “B-” prefix of a tag indicates that a token is the beginning of a chunk.

For example, the sentence ‘Mr. Robinson is the Head of Financial Department, and his
office is on the second floor’ using the IOB format is presented in Table 5.
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Figure 11. Annotation targets.

Table 5. IOB encoding example.

Chunk Encoding

Mr B-EMP-NAME
Robinson I-EMP-NAME

is O
the O

head I-POS
of O

Financial B-DEPT-NAME
Department I-DEPT-NAME

and O
his O

office I-DEPT
is O
on O
the O

second I-OFF-NUM
floor I-OFF-NUM

During the annotation task, the words were labelled based on their semantic and syn-
tactic characteristics. This way, relationships were extracted between words or text spans
belonging to different branches of the ontology. Moreover, hidden patterns that attackers
use in a conversation were discovered and valuable information about how different CSE
concepts and ontology entities interact was extracted. For example, in Figure 12, where
the semantic categories are labelled with tags in brackets, we can discover that an Em-
ployee_Name has an “IS” relation with Position and an “OF” relation with Department_Name.

Figure 12. Discovery example.
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4.2.6. Inter-Annotator Agreement

The inter-annotator agreement (IAA) was validated using Cohen’s Kappa, which is
one of the most popular statistics to measure the agreement between two annotators of N
terms on m categories [40]. The formula to calculate Cohen’s Kappa for two annotators is:

k =
p0 − pe

1 − pe
= 1 − 1 − p0

1 − pe

where p0 is the relative observed agreement among annotators and pe is the hypothetical
probability of chance agreement.

The produced CSE corpus has N = 4500 terms and m = 3 categories, and both an-
notators (A and B) agreed for the personal category 1665 times, for the enterprise category
1442 times and for the IT category 1194 times. Table 6 contains a contingency matrix where
each xij represents the multitude of terms that annotator A classified in category i, but
Annotator B is classified in category j, with i, j = 1, 2, 3. The proportions on the diagonal,
xii, represent the proportion of terms in each category for which the two annotators agreed
on the assignment.

Table 6. Contingency matrix.

Annotator B B B Total

Category personal enterprise IT
A personal 1665 63 13 1741
A enterprise 59 1442 31 1532
A IT 14 19 1194 1227

Total 1738 1524 1238 4500

The observed agreement is calculated as: P(o) = 1665+1442+1194
4500 = 0.956 (95.6%).

The expected change agreement, thus the proportion of terms which would be ex-
pected to agree by chance is:

P(e) =
(1741×1738)

4500 + (1532×1524)
4500 + (1227×1238)

4500
4500

= 0.339

so, we conclude that the Cohen’s Kappa metric is, k = p0−pe
1−pe

= 0.617
0.661 = 0.933.

Interpreting the Cohen’s kappa value of 0.933 [41], we can safely conclude that the
level of agreement for the CSE corpus annotation task was almost perfect.

4.2.7. Adjudication Task

After the two annotators finished the annotation task, having succeeded an almost
perfect level of inter-annotator agreement, the gold standard corpus was created by per-
forming adjudication over the data. The gold standard corpus was the final annotated
version of the CSE corpus. No annotator was part of the adjudication process. As expected,
we did not encounter any difficulties due to the high level of annotators’ agreement. More-
over, it is important to state that there were not any cases that annotators agreed and we,
as adjudicators, had different opinion over the annotation tag. Thus, after the adjudication,
the final CSE corpus was produced with the annotation information stored in a different file
accompanying each CSE dialogue.

4.3. CSE Corpus Presentation

The annotated CSE corpus is composed of 56 dialogues, 3380 sentences. The words
that are in context and can be tagged by the CSE ontology are 4500. Table 7 presents ten
random utterances from the CSE corpus.
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Table 7. Ten random utterances from CSE corpus.

No # Utterance

1 which computer servers does your group use
2 do you sign in under the username Rosemary
3 ok i am trying to logon now
4 trace it back to where its plugged
5 it could save us both big headaches the next time this network problem happens
6 did you turn your computer off
7 thanks a lot please wait for my email
8 take care and bye for now
9 my flex 2 is charged but wont turn on is it normal

10 are you experiencing any computer issues presently

As depicted in Figure 13a, the distribution of the sentence categories based on the
aforementioned tags shows that the produced CSE corpus is well balanced. Valuable
information can also be extracted by observing the average word count per category, as
seen in Figure 13b.

Figure 13. (a) Distribution of sentence categories, (b) Average word count per category.

Several interesting statistics were extracted that gave us information regarding the
content of the sentences. Indicatively, we illustrate in Figure 14 the five most frequent
words per category and in Figure 15 the five most frequent bi-grams per category.

Figure 14. Five most frequent words per category. (a) Neutral, (b) Personal, (c) IT, (d) Enterprise.
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Figure 15. Five most frequent bi-grams per category. (a) Neutral, (b) Personal, (c) IT, (d) Enterprise.

5. CSE Corpus Evaluation

Named entity recognition (NER) [42] is a natural language processing method to
extract in-context information from unstructured text data such as e-mails, web articles
or chat-based dialogues. Using NER we can identify entities, like people, organizations,
places etc., which exist in text. There are several well-known libraries like spaCy, Apache
OpenNLP and TensorFlow with pretrained NER models that can be used to build a NER
system that identifies the aforementioned entities. Furthermore, these pretrained models
can be modified to recognize additional entities by training them with an annotated corpus
that contains the additional tags. Such a corpus is the already presented CSE corpus, where
personal, IT and enterprise information has been identified and tagged.

We evaluated the CSE corpus by building and testing a NER system trained with it.
This NER system takes as input preprocessed CSE dialogue sentences and identifies, in
each sentence, the words or text spans that can be labelled by a tag that is associated with
an entity of the CSE ontology. This kind of task is a sequence-labelling task where a token
is classified as belonging to one or none of the annotation classes. We used Keras [43] and
TensorFlow [44] to build, train and evaluate a standard bi-directional Long Short-Term
Memory neural network (bi-LSTM) [45] for CSE attack named entity recognition.

LSTMs were designed to overcome Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) inefficiency,
since they fail to learn long dependencies due to bias toward their most recent inputs.
RNNs are a family of neural networks that operate on sequential data; they take as input a
sequence of vectors (x1, x2 . . . , xN) and produce as output another sequence that represents
information about every step in the input sequence. LSTMs incorporate a memory cell to
capture long-range dependencies. Using several gates, LSTMs control the proportion of
input that is given to the memory cell, as well as the proportion from the previous state
that should be forgotten.

To build the NER system the following steps were taken:

1. Preprocessing: The CSE corpus has already been annotated in IOB format and thus each
line of the corpus can easily be read and stored as a list of token-tag pairs. Then, each
token was represented by a word embedding using a pre-trained English language
model of the spaCy NLP library.

2. Building: Using Keras, a bi-LSTM model was constructed, which is comprised of two
compound layers:

◦ Bi-directional LSTM layer, where the forward and backward pass were encapsu-
lated and the input and output sequences returned were stacked.
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◦ Classification layer, where classification was performed to every position of the
sequences in the stack. The SoftMax activation function was used to scale the
output and obtain sequences of probability distributions.

3. Training: To train the model in Keras, a loss function for the model was specified to
measure the distance between prediction and truth, and a batch-wise gradient descent
algorithm was specified for optimization.

4. Assessing: The performance assessment of the model was conducted by applying the
model to the preprocessed validation data. For each sample dialogue sentence and
each token in a sentence, a tensor was obtained that contained a predicted probability
distribution over the tags. The tag with highest probability was chosen, and for each
sentence and each token the true and predicted tags were returned.

More specifically, inside the bi-LSTM neural network the following actions occurred
in sequence:

1. Each dialogue sentence was split into a sequence of token-tag pairs.
2. Each token-tag pair was represented by a word embedding vector.
3. The word embeddings were provided by spaCy NLP library and pretrained to encode

semantic information. This approach is known as Transfer Learning [46].
4. Going forward the bi-LSTM model at each step:

a. the input vector was read and combined with the internal memory
b. the output vector was produced and the internal memory was updated

5. This sequence of actions was performed by the bi-LSTM model to the input sequence
and produced an output sequence of the same length.

6. Going backwards, the model read the input sequence again and produced another
output sequence.

7. At each position, the outputs of steps 4 and 5 were combined and fed into a classifier
which outputted the probability for the input word, at this position, that should be
annotated with the Personal, IT or Enterprise tag.

Figure 16a,b below illustrate the training history that contains the loss and the accuracy
achieved on training and validation after each epoch.

Figure 16. (a) Loss metrics, (b) Accuracy metrics.

Finally, accuracy, precision, recall and f1-score on the level of tag categories were
calculated using the scikit-learn library. The following measures were used to assess the
performance:

• True Positives (TP): CSE ontology entities where the true tag is positive and whose
category is correctly predicted to be positive.

• False Positives (FP): CSE ontology entities where the true tag is negative and whose
category is incorrectly predicted to be positive.

• True Negatives (TN): CSE ontology entities where the true tag is negative and whose
category is correctly predicted to be negative.
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• False Negatives (FN): CSE ontology entities where the true tag is positive and whose
class is incorrectly predicted to be negative.

Using the above measures, we can calculate:

• Accuracy, which is the number of CSE ontology entities correctly identified as either
truly positive or truly negative out of the total number of entities

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN

• Recall, which identifies how many tags from the positive class are correctly detected

Recall =
TP

TP + FN

• Precision, which identifies the frequency with which a model was correct when pre-
dicting the positive class.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP

• F1 Score, which is the harmonic average of the precision and recall, and measures
the effectiveness of identification when just as much importance is given to recall as
to precision

F1 =
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall

precision + recall

Training a model for 10 epochs, we reached the scores presented in Table 8:

Table 8. bi-LSTM Performance Metrics.

Tag F1 Precision Recall Support

PERSONAL 0.67 0.63 0.51 65
IT 0.86 0.93 0.64 122

ENTERPRISE 0.71 0.84 0.56 89

The results seem to be satisfactory, taking into account the relatively small size of the
CSE corpus. A performance improvement at CSE attack NER can be achieved if we tune
the model by:

• Enriching the CSE Corpus, i.e., adding sentences where more critical nouns belonging
to one of the three sensitive data categories are substituted by similar words.

• Replacing the last feed-forward layer by a conditional random field (CRF) model,
• Reducing the imbalance of the tag distribution, e.g., by using a different loss function,
• Providing more input by tagging newcoming CSE dialogues and thus training more data.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have presented a methodology to build and annotate a CSE corpus.
The application and results of the methodology have been demonstrated by producing the
annotated CSE corpus composed of realized and fictional dialogues of CSE attacks. We
have obtained satisfactory results after evaluating the CSE corpus by applying Named
Entity Recognition. NER was performed using a bi-LSTM neural network that was trained
by the CSE corpus.

The outcomes of this work broaden our understanding about the language used
during a CSE attack and offer a tool that can be used to build defence mechanisms against
social engineers. The CSE corpus has attached a plethora of in-context metadata and can be
used for NER and various other types of text classification tasks. A lexicon-based approach
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using a vocabulary and a weighting function can be combined with algorithms to enhance
prediction capabilities even further.

Due to the difficulty of finding CSE attack dialogues, it was equally difficult to effi-
ciently train ML algorithms to recognize CSE attacks. The CSE corpus is a corpus annotated
with in-context terms that can be used to train not only NER systems but also many
other ML algorithms for the purpose of detecting specific patterns based on interest (e.g.,
persuasion attempts, personality characteristics, etc).

There are, certainly, dimensions of the CSE attack phenomenon that are not well cap-
tured, and probably dependencies among terms in the data that are not identified simply
because we currently cannot recognize them. Furthermore, due to the nature of the CSE at-
tack, there are questions that remain unanswered, such as how the linguistic characteristics
of the language used by social engineers can facilitate the automated recognition of specific
behaviours that lead to a successful CSE attack. Further research is needed to investigate
the capability of the CSE corpus to train additional text classification algorithms. In [47]
persuasion [48,49], influence [50], human personality [51] and speech-act [52] have been
identified as enablers of a successful CSE attack. Research into training recognizers of the
aforementioned enablers is already underway.
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